3. We take three sets finite point sets A, B, C in R d and show that h(A, B) ≤
for each a ∈ A. 
=d(a, C) + d(c 0 , B)
≤d(a, C) + d(C, B)
and equation (2) 
for each fixed a ∈ A.
Take the maximum of the left hand of this inequality,
Similarly we can get
h(A, B) = max{d(A, B), d(B, A)} ≤ h(A, C) + h(C, B)
The triangle inequality holds.
We have proven that h is a metric.
Lemma 2:
Let A and B be two sets of finite points in R d . For a translation vector t ∈ R d , we define A + t = {a + t|a ∈ A}. For a rotation θ, we define A θ to be the set A rotated around the origin by θ. Let
a metric, and is called minimum d-dimensional Hausdorff metric.
Proof:
1.
If H d (A, B) = 0, then we can find t 0 and θ 0 , such that h(A θ0 + t 0 , B) = 0.
From Lemma 1 we have
means that A and B are of the same shape, i.e. we can find translation t and rotation θ, such that A θ + t = B).
On the other hand, if A = = = B, then we can find t 0 and θ 0 , s.t. A θ0 + t 0 =
B.
Then h(A θ0 + t 0 , B) = 0 and
2.
= inf
3. Take three finite point sets A, B, C in R d and show that
Since the rotation group is compact and we only need to consider the translation in a compact region, we can find θ 1 , t 1 , θ 2 , t 2 , s.t.
We have proven that H d is a metric.
Theorem:
Let A and B be two point sets of finite points in R 2 . For a rotation θ, we define
Here H 1 is the minimum one-dimensional Hausdorff distance,
then D is a metric.
Since
which gives us D(A,B)=D(B,A).
2. We take three sets A,B,C of finite points in R 2 and show that
for each fixed θ 0 . Assume α 0 is a rotation, s.t.
ϕ 0 is a rotation, s.t.
for each fixed rotation θ 0 .
We take the maximum of all rotation θ in the left hand, and we get
Similarly, we can get
So
The triangle inequality holds. Assume that there are m points in set A and n points in set B. We assume that m > n.
We can find a rotation θ 0 , s.t. the number of points in P x (A θ0 ) has m different points, but the number of points in P x (B ϕ ) is no more than n, so
=⇒ inf
Contradiction! So we must have m ≤ n. Similarly we can get n ≤ m. So m = n. The number of points of the two sets must be the same. First we consider a simple situation. There are only three different points in set A. Without loss of generality we fix a point at the origin. Then we rotate the set A three times so that each time a line that connects two points of A parallels the x-axis. So we can know the distance of any two points in set A from the information of projections, then the shape of set A is fixed.
If there are n different points in set A, again we fix a point at the origin O.
Similarly we can determine the shape of the triangle OA 1 A 2 with three rotations.
For the next point A 3 , we can know the distance between A 3 ,O, the distance between A 3 ,A 1 and the distance between A 3 ,A 2 by three rotations.
So the location of A 3 is fixed. The other points are fixed in the same way.
For each point, we need three other rotations. So with 3+3(n−3) = 3n−6 rotations, the shape of A is fixed.
It means that we can reconstruct the set A in a plane from the information of P Proof: Symmetry, triangle inequality an non-negativity can be proven the same way above. We only need to prove identity of indiscernibles. We have proven that D is a metric.
Proof that H (A, B) ≥ D(A, B)

Lemma
for any rotation θ and ϕ. Here H 1 is the minimum one-dimensional Hausdorff distance.
jϕ ) for any i,j. Take the minimum of j = 1, 2, ..., m in this inequality, and we get
Take the max of i = 1, 2, ..., n in this inequality, and we get
This means
Similarly we have
Q.E.D. (A, B) is the minimum two-dimensional Hausdorff distance of A and B, i.e.
Theorem
First we prove that h(A θ1 + t 1 , B) ≥ D(A, B) for any fixed θ 1 and t 1 . We only need to show that h(
Equation (80) above is from the lemma. That gives us
for any fixed θ 2 , which means
Equations (84) and (85) give us
for any θ 1 and t 1 . Take minimum of the left hand, and we have
Q.E.D.
A simple example
First we prove that h(A, B θ + t) ≥ 1 2 for all fixed θ and t. Draw 4 disks of radius 1 2 centered at O(0, 0), M (0, 1), P (1, 0), N (1, 1) . Because there are three points in B θ + t, there must be a disk that does not contain any point of B θ + t. We denote the four disks C O , C M , C N , C P and assume that there is no point of
which gives us
Take minimum of the left hand of equation (94), we have
We then show that inf t∈R 2 inf θ h(A, B θ + t) = First we compute sup θ inf ϕ H 1 (P x (A θ ), P x (B ϕ )).
Without loss of generality we may assume 0 ≤ θ ≤ π 2 . Let the projection of M,N,P after rotation θ be M',N',P' (Fig.12) .
Let a = OM = sin θ, b = M P , then P N = sin θ = a.
Next we prove that inf ϕ H 1 (P x (A θ ), P x (B ϕ )) = Because there are no more than three points in the projection of B ϕ , there must be a disk that does not contain any point of P x (B ϕ ). So H 1 (P x (A θ ), P x (B ϕ )) ≥ 1 2 a, for any rotation ϕ. We then take a rigid motion ϕ 0 , s.t. P x (B ϕ0 ) = {O, M , N }.
Take t = −
